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Mobile mounting devices by Berghaus are made in accordance with 
the „Technical Delivery Conditions for Mounting Devices for Signs 
and Traffic Devices at Construction Sites“ (TL Mounting Devices 97) 
and tested by an IfS-certified expert. The stability classes assigned 
to the product can be simply read off the respective nameplate. 
This makes it easy to select the right TL base plate holder (or sign 
stand) and the number of base plates needed to achieve the neces-
sary stability for ensuring that road signs are mounted swiftly and 
safely, and „sturdily, clearly visible and secured against rotation“ 
as stated in the guidelines.
 The right mounting device has to be selected according to the 
size, type and combination of signs being mounted as well as the 
necessary mounting height and the specific site – inside or outside 
built up areas. Accordingly, stability safety classes (K) have been  
introduced for base plates and holders. Illustrated overviews with 
various different road signs are featured in the „Additional Technical  
Contract Conditions and Guidelines for Work Involved in Safe- 
guarding Roadworks“ (ZTV-SA 97 Annex 3).
 When the above stated parameters are met and the right moun-
ting device is selected, this results in wind load stability of 0.25 kN/m2  
(corresponding to wind force 8) inside built-up areas and 0.42 kN/m2  
(corresponding to wind force 10) outside built-up areas. 

Peter Berghaus GmbH makes a wide range of different moun-
ting devices for swift, sturdy installation of road signs and  
warning signs. They can also be used for overhead signal  
cables, as stand masts and for high signals for mobile traffic 
light systems, and much more besides. For practically every 
application we offer the matching base plate holders, ground 
anchors and stands made of steel or aluminium from our own 
production – made in Germany!

The next page features a clearly structured table showing how 
our sign stands are assigned to the corresponding stability safety  
classes pursuant to ZTV-SA 97.

TL mounting devices:  
easy assignment

Traffic-light courses 2019: 
register now!

Whether beginner or advanced user, we bring you completely up-
to-date with the latest mobile traffic light technology here in our 
training room in Kürten. Our experienced technicians gladly share 
their practical know-how accumulated over many years and will 
answer any questions.

As a rule of thumb, it can be said that two K1 base plates  
per sign are necessary when mounting round or triangular  
signs size 2 inside built-up areas with a standard moun-
ting height of 2 metres. An additional K1 base plate is 
needed to mount an additional sign to the same pole. To 
stack more than three base plates, a TL base plate carrier 
is necessary in the interests of stability. The pole fits in 
the base plate carrier which also prevents the base plates 
from slipping.

 Training courses for microprocessor- 

 controlled construction site signal  

 systems and programming software

Traffic-light courses in Kürten
First date
28 January – 31 January 2019
Second date
11 March – 14 March 2019

In the spring we’ll be holding our popular traffic-light courses again. 
You can now register on our website with immediate effect. But please  
do not wait too long because the limited number of places are highly 
coveted. For the first time, we will be holding all courses at our  
company headquarters in Kürten (North Rhine-Westphalia). More 
than 1,800 participants from authorities, road maintenance depots, 
construction companies and traffic safety service providers have  
taken up our offer in recent years to receive training in mobile traffic 
light technology straight from the manufacturer.

At each of the two-day seminars, we provide the participants with 
necessary basic know-how about mobile traffic light systems, making 
reference to current statutory regulations such as the TL-LSA, the 
ZTV-SA and the RiLSA 2015. Our experienced technicians use practical 
examples for writing signal timetables and for participants to practice 
how to implement them in the various traffic light controllers.
 Course 1 is ideal for beginners in mobile traffic light systems or 
for users intending to deploy these systems primarily for alternating  
one-way or T-junction operation or at the most for controlling cross- 
roads traffic situations.
 For those with more advanced knowledge, course 2 consists of a user 
seminar for the mobile crossroads system controller in the current EPG 
series together with the pedestrian system FG 2, and also introduces 
remote control / remote maintenance for the EPB controllers. You are 
invited to the courses in Kürten in week 5 or 11. Please turn to the last 
page for the planned programme. We encourage you to make the most of 
this offer and ensure your employees receive training straight from the 
manufacturer: after all, good qualifications always pay off!
 To register by name, please use the flyer which is available on our 
website. As a rule, places on the seminar are awarded in the order of 
registration. It is unfortunately not possible for us to accept registrations 
by phone. The courses and software are – as always – in German only.
berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de

Dieter Berghaus, 
Managing Director

2018 is drawing to a close and once 
again it was a successful year in the 
history of our company. The constant 
growth trend of recent years has con-
tinued on a national and international 
scale. In Germany, we have reinforced 
our presence in Baden-Württemberg 
with the acquisition of Verkehrs- 
sicherungen Plank GmbH. And the 
new branch at Kirchberg / Hunsrück  
is adding numerous qualified staff 
to our team. Besides the national 
growth of AVS, the group is also  
expanding on an international scale. 
In Riga we have acquired the company 
KMK Projects, which has been ope-
rating in the sector of Latvian traffic 
technology for more than 20 years.
 We look forward to working to-
gether successfully.

continues on page 2.
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To make it easy for you to make the right selection for sturdy  
installation of mobile road signs, we have used a simple system 
of coloured dots for assigning our tested TL mounting devices 
according to the various stability safety classes (K). The following 
table explains how it works. The task entails mounting two round 
road signs for inside built up areas with a diameter of 600 mm Ø  
on top of each other with a mounting height of 2.20 m (lower edge).
 Take a look at table A-2 for inside built-up areas: 2 round signs  
with a mounting height of 2.20 m are marked with a yellow K4 
dot. In the illustration of our TL mounting devices on this page, 
you will also find the yellow K4 dot. To proceed with sturdy  
installation of the 2 round signs in our example, choose for  
example the aluminium sign stand EE 0740, put 4 K1 base plates 
and the safety bar in position, insert the pole, then screw on or 
insert the signs – that’s all! 
 By the way, several coloured dots next to the product picture 
show that our mounting device is suitable for several stability 
safety classes. However, you should also note that this clearly 
arranged, logical categorisation only applies to the TL mounting 
devices by Berghaus. Unfortunately, we only have space here 
to show a small selection of our extensive product range. Plea-
se go to our website for further information as well as a range 
of brochures on many traffic safety products and the current  
complete catalogue including prices.

Order no. EE 0750          Order no. EE 0735       Order no. EE 0730  sign stand

made of aluminium for  
40 x 40 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97 
up to K5 with 2 K1 base plates
up to K8 with 4 K1 base plates

K8

Order no. EE 0725                   sign stand

made of aluminium for  
60 x 60 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97 
up to       K9 with   8 K1 base plates
up to 2 x K8 with 12 K1 base plates
up to 2 x K9 with 16 K1 base plates

2xK9

Order no. EE 0750T                 sign stand

made of aluminium for  
40 x 40 mm and 60 x 60 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97 
up to K5 with 2 K1 base plates
up to K8 with 4 K1 base plates
up to K9 with 8 K1 base plates

K9

Order no. EE 0740                   sign stand

made of aluminium for  
40 x 40 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97
up to K1 with 1 K1 base plate
up to K2 with 2 K1 base plates
up to K3 with 3 K1 base plates
up to K4 with 4 K1 base plates

K4

Order no. EE 0760    sign stand

hinged, made of aluminium for 
40 x 40 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97 
up to K3 with 2 K1 base plates
up to K4 with 3 K1 base plates
up to K5 with 4 K1 base plates
up to K6 with 5 K1 base plates

K6

Order no.                          sign stand

made of aluminium for  
60 x 60 mm pole

Tested as per  
TL Mounting Devices 97 
up to 2 x K4 with   4 K1 base plates
up to 2 x K7 with   8 K1 base plates
up to 2 x K8 with 12 K1 base plates

2xK8
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AVS acquires Verkehrssicherungen Plank GmbH  
and is now also represented in Baden-Württemberg

In 2012, Plank was the first traffic safety company to be 
certified by StrAus-Zert (Roadside Equipment Certification  
Agency) for its general road works safety module. Its 
projects include traffic safety for upgrading light railway 
tracks and refurbishing tunnels as well as cordoning off 
large areas at events such as concerts, church congresses 
and sporting events.
 As a result, AVS with its range of services is now repre-
sented in the southwest of Germany with immediate effect. 
„We are pleased to have become part of AVS as a strong 
partner in the traffic safety sector!“, say Maik Behrend and 
Andreas Schwingeler, Managing Directors at Verkehrs- 
sicherungen Plank GmbH.

After all, the AVS Group is without doubt your Number 
One service partner when it comes to professional traffic 
safety on Germany’s roads and motorways.
The network of more than 500 well-trained experienced 
AVS professionals at currently 16 sites in Germany ensu-
res fast, expert, low-cost implementation of regional and  
national traffic safety projects. AVS is the compact provider 
of professional traffic safety on all roads and motorways, 
also including major projects and e.g. in the framework 
of public-private partnership models (PPP). The range of 
services includes initial planning, compilation of road sign 
and signal plans, applications for approvals and traffic law 
injunctions, setting up diversions with signage and mobile  
crossroad traffic lights, complete road marking at the 
construction site marking with foil, paint or plastic  
materials including demarking with the AVS PeelJet after 
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In early October, AVS acquired the company Verkehrssicherungen Plank GmbH based in Remseck am Neckar. 
The supplier of equipment for construction site protection and traffic safety was founded in 1998 and offers all 
corresponding services in the greater Stuttgart area and throughout Germany.

the end of construction without leaving any residues while  
protecting the road surface, installation, maintenance, 
modification and dismantling of TL-beacons and mobile 
ProTec crash barriers, LED signage and mobile congestion  
warning signs as well as regular inspection and main-
tenance of the construction site protection as a 24/7  
service, and much more besides: AVS is your expert service  
partner, supplying all you need for safe traffic control from 
a single source. You too can benefit from AVS’s wealth of 
experience and extensive network!

The last German Highway Equipment Confe-
rence was attended by more than 500 congress 
participants, together with over 300 registered  
visitors at the trade show. Altogether 64 exhi-
bitors provided the trade visitors in Cologne  
with information about their current product 
range and traffic technology innovations. It 
goes without saying that Berghaus as traffic 
technology manufacturer and AVS as traffic 
safety provider will once again be there with a 
joint exhibition stand. 
 The combination of conference and trade 
show offers all participants and visitors an  
opportunity not just to obtain and share infor-
mation about current topics during the lectures  
of the four working groups: the DeuSAT Road 
Traffic Technology trade show also gives an 
overview of what leading providers offer and 
their latest developments in this field.

Following the successful premiere in March 2017, the 9th German Highway Equipment  
Conference will be taking place on 27 and 28 March 2019 in the Congress-Centrum Ost at 
Koelnmesse in Cologne, once again with a large trade show.

AVS Traffic Safety is expanding its geographical presence with the acquisition of KMK  
Projects, a leading provider of traffic safety products and permanent road marking in Latvia.

AVS Traffic Safety has acquired KMK Projects, 
a leading provider of traffic safety products 
and permanent road marking in Latvia. For 
AVS Traffic Safety, the transaction is a first step 
in a growing market, and one that promises  
valuable synergies for both companies.
 KMK Projects was founded in 1994. The  
company sells and installs crash barrier  
systems and applies top quality permanent 
type II thermoplastic road markings, working 
in the urban context and also on motorways. 
Furthermore, KMK Projects develops and 
plans solutions for permanent traffic flow and 
temporary traffic control.

The company’s customer base includes public 
authorities and municipalities together with 
private companies and construction firms. The 
headquarters are in Riga, the Latvian capital. 
KMK Projects is a member of Latvijas Ceļinieku  
Asociācija – the Latvian Association of Road 
Construction Companies. 
 „We welcome this strategic chance that  
gives us a foothold in the Latvian market“, says 
Dirk Schönauer, Managing Director of AVS 
Traffic Safety. „Together, AVS Traffic Safety 
and KMK Projects will provide their customers 
with regional experience and in-depth market 
know-how as well as the labour capacities and 
resources of a large group.“
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New AVS sites

AVS takes over KMK Projects  
in Riga/Latvia

Digitisation is a huge challenge for all aspects 
of life and work. From the new General Data 
Protection Regulation to automated driving –  
it takes the right combination of theory and 
practice to implement all the requirements.
 The DeuSAT 2019 aims once more to be a 
branch meeting place that offers scope for per-
sonal encounters among experts from industry, 
the skilled crafts, science and the authorities. 
 The trade show is open on both days in hall 
11.1 from 9 am to 6 pm. There is no entrance 
fee, but all visitors are registered as they enter 
the building and given their visitor badge and 
information.
 The full conference programme together 
with current changes and other information is 
available on the website www.deusat.de.
 27 and 28 March 2019: please save the date. 
We look forward to seeing you there!

Save the date!  
DeuSAT 2019  
in Cologne

As the network of the AVS Group grows, our constantly expanding customer 
base confirms the success of our work!

The new site in Stuttgart currently has around 20 employees who  
offer their decades of experience in competent advice and planning 
now also in southern Germany.

Foto: pixabay

Picture on the left: Berghaus Traffic Technology and AVS 
Traffic Safety at the joint stand during the DeuSAT 2017 
in Cologne.
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To continue meeting the growing demand for 
professional traffic safety in the area in future, 
in November AVS Overath GmbH opened a new 
branch in Kirchberg / Hunsrück.
 After working together well in recent years, 
Andreas Brüning decided to move his experi-
enced team from BKd Verkehrstechnik to the  
AVS family. Mr Brüning has been the branch 
manager at the new site in Kirchberg since 
November, with responsibility for currently  
ongoing projects with a team of currently 15 
employees.
 „With the great support of the AVS Group, 
we can work together with Mr Brüning and his 

Course I lasts two days  
(Monday and Tuesday) and covers:

•  Brief explanation of the ZTV-SA,  
TL-LSA and RiLSA 2015

•  Calculation of signal phase plans for 
alternating one-way traffic systems

•  Implementing the phase plans in traffic 
lights MPB 3200, 3400 and MPB 4400

•  Fault-finding and troubleshooting
•  Laptop calculation of signal phase 

plans for T-junction and crossroads 
signal systems

•  Implementing the phase plans in traffic 
light systems MPB 4400

•  Introduction to the traffic light system 
MPB 44 M/S

•  SMS remote monitoring system

AVS Overath opens new branch in 
Kirchberg/Hunsrück

team to safeguard the jobs in the long term 
and to expand the branch accordingly“, says  
Managing Director Andreas Schwingeler.
 With immediate effect, AVS Overath GmbH 
is now your reliable, strong partner covering 
all aspects of traffic safety and professional 
construction site protection along the Mosel, in 
the Hunsrück, the adjoining Saarland and in the 
Middle Rhein. 
 The address of the new AVS Kirchberg 
branch is as follows: Oberdorf 9 in 55481  
Nieder Kostenz.

Course II lasts two days  
(Wednesday and Thursday) and covers:

•  Explanation of the TL-LSA and  
RiLSA 2015

• Writing signal timetables on the laptop
•  Implementing the signal timetable in 

controllers EPB 24, pedestrian FG 2 
and the mobile traffic light system  
MPB 44 M/S

•  SMS remote monitoring system
•  Practical applications for controllers 

EPB 24, pedestrian FG 2 and the mobile 
traffic light system MPB 44 M/S

•  Analytical fault-finding and fast  
troubleshooting

• Video detector with presence detection
• CCTV camera system
• Simulation module with CPU
• Remote control/remote maintenance

The courses and software are – as always – in German only.
For years now AVS has taken care of construction site protection in the Rhineland- 
Palatinate, acquiring a good name for reliability and quality among clients in the region.

„I don’t install the traffic lights.
I make sure that everyone 
gets home safely.”

AVS is Germany’s number 1 for professional traffic safety. From traffic sign plans to diversion routes to complete construction  
site marking and mobile safety barriers, we offer everything from a single source. With over 500 AVS specialists at 16 AVS locations  
throughout Germany, we have been supporting regional and national road safety projects for over 50 years. Become part of our team.  
Current job offers at avs-verkehrssicherung.de

Sebastian Adami
Construction site  
fitter for traffic safety
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